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ABSTRACT: Aqueous organic redox flow batteries (RFBs) could enable widespread
integration of renewable energy, but only if costs are sufficiently low. Because the levelized
cost of storage for an RFB is a function of electrolyte lifetime, understanding and improving
the chemical stability of active reactants in RFBs is a critical research challenge. We review
known or hypothesized molecular decomposition mechanisms for all five classes of aqueous
redox-active organics and organometallics for which cycling lifetime results have been
reported: quinones, viologens, aza-aromatics, iron coordination complexes, and nitroxide
radicals. We collect, analyze, and compare capacity fade rates from all aqueous organic
electrolytes that have been utilized in the capacity-limiting side of flow or hybrid flow/
nonflow cells, noting also their redox potentials and demonstrated concentrations of
transferrable electrons. We categorize capacity fade rates as being “high” (>1%/day),
“moderate” (0.1−1%/day), “low” (0.02−0.1%/day), and “extremely low” (≤0.02%/day)
and discuss the degree to which the fade rates have been linked to decomposition mechanisms. Capacity fade is observed to be time-
denominated rather than cycle-denominated, with a temporal rate that can depend on molecular concentrations and electrolyte state
of charge through, e.g., bimolecular decomposition mechanisms. We then review measurement methods for capacity fade rate and
find that simple galvanostatic charge−discharge cycling is inadequate for assessing capacity fade when fade rates are low or extremely
low and recommend refining methods to include potential holds for accurately assessing molecular lifetimes under such
circumstances. We consider separately symmetric cell cycling results, the interpretation of which is simplified by the absence of a
different counter-electrolyte. We point out the chemistries with low or extremely low established fade rates that also exhibit open
circuit potentials of 1.0 V or higher and transferrable electron concentrations of 1.0 M or higher, which are promising performance
characteristics for RFB commercialization. We point out important directions for future research.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Flow Batteries and Storage of Renewable Energy

Increasing global energy needs, coupled with the harmful effects
of CO2 emissions on the climate, have spurred interest in the
development of carbon-free energy sources.1−3 The inherently
intermittent availability of solar and wind power, however,
makes their deep penetration into the energy economy, and
particularly into the electricity grid, difficult. This problem can
be solved by efficient, inexpensive and scalable electrical energy
storage (EES) options.4,5 Whereas several storage options such
as capacitors, flywheels, and enclosed batteries exist for short-
duration grid services such as grid power quality and frequency
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regulation, the main option for storage with the long-duration
discharge needed to regulate wind or solar sources is pumped
hydroelectric energy storage. Pumped hydroelectric storage,
however, has a large areal footprint and is geographically limited
by requiring two large reservoirs at significantly different
elevations. Compressed air energy storage in underground
caverns requires natural gas combustion during discharge;
compressed air implemented adiabatically aboveground would
not require combustion but is in its infancy.
Given its lack of geographic constraints, EES in the form of

secondary (i.e., rechargeable) batteries can potentially enable
the storage of intermittent renewable energy at scale. Moreover,
the large variety of chemistries and electrode architectures in
which it can be embodied translates to a wide range of specific
energy and power capabilities in secondary batteries. Despite
this high operational flexibility, the only electrochemical EES
system that has attracted extensive commercial attention is the
rechargeable lithium-ion battery (LIB), which has facilitated the
adoption of portable electronic devices in daily life. Consid-
erable research and industrial effort has also been directed
toward the incorporation of LIBs into electric vehicles.
However, the prospects for their integration into long-duration
grid scale storage are challenged by projected issues with
scarcity, geopolitical concentration of their raw materials,6 and
fire hazards7,8 from the organic solvents they contain.
Aqueous redox flow batteries (RFBs) are a potentially safe and

cost-effective technology for grid scale storage. In an RFB,
chemical energy is stored in the form of two redox-active species
of disparate reduction potentials, which are dissolved or
suspended in an electrolyte; the electrolyte containing the
species with the lower reduction potential is referred to as the
negative electrolyte (“negolyte”) whereas the other electrolyte is
the positive electrolyte (“posolyte”). Interconversion between
stored chemical and electrical energy during battery charging or
discharging is facilitated by pumping the electrolytes through an
electrochemical cell (Figure 1a) where electron transfer
reactions take place at a pair of porous electrodes, typically
carbon-based, separated by a separator that is often an ion-
selective membrane. With this design, energy storage capacity
scales with the volume of the electrolyte reservoirs, concen-
trations of redox-active species therein, and the difference in
reduction potentials of the energy-storing species (Figure 1b);
whereas the power scales primarily with the active area in the
electrochemical cell stack. This enables energy and power to be
scaled independently, unlike in an enclosed battery. Con-

sequently, at large energy-to-power ratios (i.e., long discharge
durations at rated power), the system cost per kWh of stored
energy is largely dependent on the cost of the electrolytes, rather
than the cost of the electrochemical cell.9 Although the energy
density (energy stored per unit volume) and specific energy
(energy stored per unit mass) of aqueous electrolytes are an
order of magnitude lower than for LIBs, these metrics are of
secondary importance for stationary storage. Techno-economic
analysis estimates that an aqueous RFB with an open-circuit
voltage of 1.5 V, total electrolyte cost of $5 per kg of active
material and 150 g per mole of transferrable electrons should
cost about $120/kWh at the system level, with room for further
cost reductions with cheaper electrolytes and large enough
production volumes.10

1.2. Levelized Cost and Calendar Lifetime

Minimizing electrolyte cost is critically important to enabling
commercialization of RFBs. Chemistries based on vanadium in
highly acidic electrolytes have attracted the most research and
industrial attention,12−14 featuring the following negolyte and
posolyte redox reactions and associated reduction potentials
(E0) versus the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE):
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respectively. The difference between these reduction potentials
yields a full-cell voltage of 1.25 V for a proton concentration of 1
M, which increases with decreasing pH because only the second
reaction is proton-coupled and thus has a higher potential at
lower pH. Considerable strides have been made toward the
development and commercialization of all-vanadium RFBs, with
the largest installation, rated at 200 MW/800 MWh, currently
under construction by Rongke Power in Dalian, China.
However, although redox-active vanadium species are stable
indefinitely, the price of vanadium is too volatile and too high on
average for globally ubiquitous deployment in large-scale RFB
installations. To wit, the United States’ Department of Energy
estimates that energy storage systems for utility-scale delivery of
electricity should cost not more than $150/kWh in order to be
commercially feasible,15 and vanadium RFBs are expected to
have higher system costs.16

As a result, inorganic RFB chemistries based on more Earth-
abundant raw materials, are being developed, including
hydrogen−bromine,17,18 metal-hydride,19 sulfur−oxygen,9 and

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of an RFB during battery charging. (b) Cyclic voltammogram curves showing redox reactions involving 2,6-
dihydroxyanthraquinone in the negolyte and ferricyanide in the posolyte, with vertical dotted lines indicating associated reduction potentials. The
dotted baseline represents the background cyclic voltammogram of a graphite foil electrode in 1 M KOH. Reprinted with permission from ref 11.
Copyright 2015 The American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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slurry-based all-iron20−22 configurations. Despite the generally
low projected chemical costs of these systems, all of them face
critical technical challenges that currently prevent them from
replacing vanadium RFBs. For instance, the all-iron and sulfur−
oxygen chemistries have projected chemical costs of∼6.59 and 1
$/kWh,9 respectively. However, for the all-iron slurry system,
spatially inhomogeneous plating of elemental iron in the
negolyte may result in low capacity utilization, and the high
viscosity of the slurry exacerbates mass transport and pumping
losses; the sulfur−oxygen chemistry faces low power densities
(<10 mW/cm2) due to high membrane resistances and the
sluggish kinetics of the oxygen reduction and evolution
reactions. Hybrid zinc-based flow/nonflow configurations such
as zinc-halide (zinc-bromide23 or zinc-iodide24,25), zinc−iron,26
and zinc−cerium27 systems have also received research
attention, but lose the advantage of decoupling of energy and
power because zinc electroplating capacity scales with cell area,
rather than electrolyte reservoir volume.
An alternative pathway toward low-cost RFBs is the use of

organic and organometallic redox-active reactants. Although
they are expected to yield lower full-cell energy densities than
the all-vanadium system,28,29 the high abundance of their raw
material precursors potentially enables much lower electrolyte
costs than vanadium, and their thermochemical properties−
chiefly solubility and reduction potential−can be tailored via
chemical structure modification and functionalization within a
wide parameter space. Their molecular size can also be tailored
to suppress the rate of undesirable permeation through
membranes and separators without debilitating increases in
viscosity.30,31 It is worth noting that aqueous RFB chemistries
are generally limited by a full-cell voltage of roughly 1.5−1.8 V,
given the practical potential limits for the electrolysis of water.
This has the effect of limiting their expected energy densities.
Nonaqueous RFBs may reach substantially higher voltages and
energy densities; however, these are based on low-conductivity,
flammable, and expensive solvents.
A key deficiency of most organic chemistries that have been

reported is capacity fade rates exceeding 0.1%/day,32−35 chiefly
caused by the decomposition of their organic constituents,
although permeation of active material through the membrane
also plays a nontrivial role in many studies. Such high rates of
capacity fade are utterly impractical for RFB installations with
project lifetimes anticipated to be decades long. Decadal
chemical lifetime is not, however, strictly necessary for
commercially interesting aqueous organic RFB configurations.
Rather, a more appropriate goal is to achieve sufficient stability
at a reasonable levelized cost of the storage chemistry, given the
possibility of periodically replacing the lost electrolyte. Levelized
cost in this case refers to the present value of the initial and
replacement costs amortized over the energy delivered out of
storage over the lifetime of the project. In particular, if the
present value of a series of future replacement costs for an
organic RFB system is lower than the capital cost savings from
using an organic system rather than a vanadium system, then the
lower-cost organic system may be the more economically
preferable option (Figure 2).36

This trade-off is expressed quantitatively by the replacement
cost ratio, defined as

≡replacement cost ratio
annual replacement cost

upfront capital cost savings

Because the annual replacement cost is inversely proportional to
the calendar lifetime and thereby plays such a major role in this
techno-economic reasoning, comprehensively understanding
and mitigating temporal capacity fade in aqueous organic RFB
research is a compelling and urgent research task. This review is
dedicated to the status of our understanding in this respect. We
particularly emphasize the importance of judicious choice of
experimental method in rationalizing capacity fade in terms of
specific reactant decay or loss mechanisms, as well as the
temporal capacity fade rate as a more useful indicator of RFB
chemical lifetime than the more often reported cycle-
denominated fade rate. In addition to reactant decay, reactant
permeation through the ion-selective membrane may also cause
capacity loss,37 and where appropriate, we discuss the
importance of distinguishing between the two pathways for
particular chemistries. We note, however, that decomposition in
aqueous organic flow cells is typically the more dominant
capacity fade mechanism, and that crossover should become
considerable for chemistries exhibiting extremely low fade rates
or inorganic redox-active species.38−40 Other aspects of aqueous
organic RFB performance, as well as issues related to aqueous
metal-ion-based and nonaqueous RFB reactant chemistries, are
beyond the scope of the review; interested readers are directed
to surveys of studies in those fields encompassing work
published in the past decade.16,29,41−47

2. CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION AND CAPACITY FADE

2.1. Active Reactant Decomposition: Expectations from
Theory and Chemical Studies

The chemical decomposition of organic molecules is a wide and
expansive topic, however, we restrict the present discussion to
the set of redox-active reactants currently under investigation in
aqueous organic RFB research, which we group here into the
following classes: (i) quinones, (ii) organometallic coordination
complexes, (iii) nitroxide radical derivatives, (iv) viologens, and
(v) all other aromatic heterocycles. Thus, in this review, we
consider only those mechanisms to which species from these
classes have been hypothesized or shown to be susceptible,
which would lead to loss or diminution of redox activity, such as
(Scheme 1): (i) nucleophilic addition or substitution such as
gem-diol formation, Michael addition and hydrolysis, (ii)
disproportionation to redox-inactive centers, (iii) dimerization
or polymerization, and (iv) tautomerization.

Figure 2. Breakeven value of replacement cost ratio vs interest rate for
discounting, assuming project lifetimes as indicated. Adapted with
permission from ref 36. Copyright 2017 John Wiley and Sons.
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Because the number of possible combinations of RFB reactant
solubility, reduction potential and decomposition mechanisms
is practically infinite, rapid computational screening of large
databases of particular redox-active molecule types and their
thermochemical properties has attracted attention recently.
With regard to quinones, Er et al. introduced a high-throughput
computational screening protocol48 to generate a virtual library
of 10 000 molecules. Using density functional theory (DFT),
they examined the influence of selected functional groups and
their spatial positioning on the quinones’ reduction potentials
and solvation energies and sought to identify structure−
property trends that could inform how solubility and reduction
potential may be rationally tuned. Analysis of the results yielded
two important conclusions: (i) at least 31 and 28 synthesizable
quinones had reduction potentials below 0.2 V and above 0.9 V
vs SHE, respectively, and (ii) placement of long alkyl chains with
terminal hydrophilic functional groups increased quinone
solubility without affecting reduction potential, whereas
attaching electron-withdrawing or-donating groups close to
the ketone group had a large impact on the quinone’s reduction
potential. This latter point was buttressed by recent combined
experimental-DFT studies by Huynh et al.49 and Kim et al.50,51

In the report by Huynh, it was found that a quinone’s reduction
potential scales linearly with its attached substituents’ effective
Hammett constant, which is an estimate of the substituents’
electron-withdrawing ability. The study, however, noted
significant deviations from the scaling relationship for quinones
featuring intramolecular hydrogen bonding, as well as
halogenated, charged, or sterically bulky substituents.
There has been some experimental support of these proposed

relationships among functional group chemistry and position-
ing, and reactant reduction potential. Gerhardt et al. showed that
it is possible to tune the reduction potential of an anthraquinone
derivative through manipulating the number, position and

hydrophilicity of the functional groups attached to it.52 For
example, anthraquinone sulfonic acid (AQS) exhibits a∼20 mV
lower reduction potential than anthraquinone disulfonic acid
(AQDS), due to the removal of one of the electron-withdrawing
sulfonic acid groups. Dihydroxyanthraquinone disulfonic acid
(DHAQDS) in turn has an ∼80 mV lower reduction potential
than AQS, owing to the installation of two electron-donating
hydroxyl groups next to one of the ketone groups. Distancing the
electron-withdrawing sulfonic acid groups from the redox-active
center, as in dihydroxyanthraquinone dimethylsulfonic acid
(DHAQDMS), lowers the reduction potential of the quinone by
another ∼100 mV.
The influence of substituent hydrophilicity and location on

solubility follows trends suggested by theory but is not
quantitatively understood. In agreement with the study by Er
et al.,48 4,4′-((9,10-anthraquinone-2,6-diyl)dioxy)dibutyrate
(2,6-DBEAQ) has been shown to have a significantly higher
solubility53 than 2,6-dihydroxyanthraquinone (2,6-DHAQ)11

under alkaline conditions (>1M vs 0.6 M at pH 14; 0.6 M vs 0.1
M at pH 12), ostensibly due to the carboxylate solubilizing
groups of the former being located farther away from the
anthraquinone core. Replacing the carboxylate functional
groups with more hydrophilic phosphonate groups in 2,6-
di(3-phosphonic acid)propyl ether anthraquinone (2,6-
DPPEAQ)54 boosts the solubility even further (0.75 M vs 35
mM at pH 9). However, depending on the molecule class, other
strategies for modifying reactant solubility based on other
chemical principles are possible. For instance, based on
computational work suggesting that asymmetric charge
distribution improves organic molecule solubility,55 Hollas et
al.34 synthesized dihydroxyphenazine sulfonate (DHPS), which
has a considerably higher solubility than the parent phenazine
molecule under strongly alkaline conditions (1.80 M vs near-
zero at pH 14). Luo et al. have also shown that replacing the

Scheme 1. Illustration of theMainChemical DecompositionMechanisms for Redox-ActiveMolecules Considered in This Review
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cation in potassium ferrocyanide (K4Fe(CN)6) or sodium
ferrocyanide with the more hydrophilic ammonium cation
roughly doubles the Fe(CN)6

4− solubility at pH 7 from 0.76 or
0.56 M, respectively, to 1.56 M;56 however, generally reliable
quantitative structure−property relationships for organic
molecule solubility do not exist.
Nucleophilic addition or substitution is one of the most

common modes of chemical decomposition for aqueous RFB
reactants, and a number of computational studies have examined
their thermodynamic susceptibility to such attack. It occurs
when a nucleophilic species (such as water, hydroxyl/hydro-
peroxide anions, or reduced redox-active species) reacts with an
electron-deficient redox-active species, typically the oxidized
form of the organic redox couple. In this reaction the attacking
nucleophile may either irreversibly replace a good leaving
substituent attached to the molecule57 or attach to an
unsubstituted position,58 resulting in either loss of conjugation
(and hence complete loss of redox activity) or a large decrease in
reactant reduction potential and/or solubility.
Chemical principles suggest that nucleophilic attack is more

likely to occur as either the Lewis basicity of the nucleophile or
acidity of the substrate, increases. To assess this, Tabor et al.59

conducted a computational study of a virtual library of 140 000
benzene, naphthalene, anthracene, phenanthrene, and tetra-
cene-based quinone-hydroquinone couples, in which they
examined the susceptibility of each quinone to a Michael
addition or substitution, as well as reversible gem-diol formation.
The main conclusion was that as the quinone reduction
potentials (and thus electron deficiency or Lewis acidity)
increased above 0.9 V vs SHE, the quinones became severely
susceptible to irreversible Michael addition/substitution re-
actions with water. Indeed, they found that almost no quinones
exhibited both a reduction potential above 0.9 V, and
thermodynamic resistance to Michael addition and/or gem-
diol formation. As will be discussed in more detail in the next
section, this insight has been strongly supported by the
experimental literature, which features significantly more
chemically stable quinone-based negolyte reactants (with
reduction potentials <0.2 V vs SHE)53,54,60 than posolyte
reactants (with reduction potentials >0.8 V), the most stable of
which decomposes at ∼0.5%/day.61
Chemical studies have established that nucleophilic reactions

occur in other nonquinone-related high-potential substrates as
well, such as nitroxide radicals,62,63 which have reduction
potentials around 0.8 V vs SHE, and organometallic complexes
based on ferrocene (Fc) or ferrocyanide, which have reduction
potentials around∼0.4−0.6 V. As an example of the former case,
electrochemical oxidation of 4-hydroxy-(2,2,6,6 tetramethylpi-
peridin-1-yl)oxyl (4-HO-TEMPO) results in the formation of 4-
HO-TEMPO+, which, in alkaline electrolyte, is highly
susceptible to nucleophilic addition of OH−, which causes
progressive acidification of the electrolyte. Acidic conditions
lead to 4-HO-TEMPO disproportionation to 4-HO-TEMPO+

and 1,4-dihydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine, the latter of
which is redox-inactive. Similarly, electrochemical oxidation of
Fc and ferrocyanide results in the formation of Fc+ and
ferricyanide, respectively, both of which are prone to
nucleophilic attack by OH−.64,65 In the case of Fc+, nucleophilic
attack by water may still occur to some extent, even when
protective alkyl substituents are used,66 particularly if those
groups are close to the Fc redox center. An example of this is
furnished by (ferrocenylmethyl)-trimethylammonium salts,
where nucleophilic substitution of the quarternary ammonium

group leads to the loss of trimethylamine as a leaving group.67,68

As water is a weaker nucleophile than OH−, an important lesson
from this work is that aqueous RFB reactants based on nitroxide
radicals should ideally be deployed in neutral pH electrolytes,
and those based on Fc or ferricyanide should ideally be deployed
in neutral-to-weakly alkaline electrolytes.
It is worth noting that some low-potential redox couples may

also be prone to decomposition by nucleophilic attack in
addition to other mechanisms that may delimit a range of
preferred operating conditions. This is the case for methyl
viologen (MV), although it has low first and second electron
reduction potentials at −0.45 and −0.7 V vs SHE, respectively.
The ammonium functional groups in either the fully oxidized
(MV2+) or singly reduced (MV•+) redox states are vulnerable to
OH− attack, whereas the doubly reduced MV° species has poor
water solubility and is prone to protonation under acidic
conditions.69 Even at pH 7, however, dimerization of two
monocationic MV+ radicals can result in the formation of a
stable internal charge transfer complex70 that can then
disproportionate into MV2+ and MV°,71,72 resulting in loss of
redox activity.
A subset of nucleophilic reactions initiated by water to which

aqueous organic RFB reactants are prone is the breakdown, or
hydrolysis, of substituents attached to redox-active molecules.
Functional groups such as esters, ethers, and amides73 are
particularly vulnerable to this attack, and in some cases,
hydrolysis can lead to the collapse of the backbone of the
oxidized form of the redox-active molecule, resulting in a
complete loss of redox activity. Such collapse can be catalyzed by
H+ or OH− in acid or alkaline electrolytes, respectively,
depending on the nature of the substituent. Hydroxide-initiated
hydrolysis of alloxazines such as lumichrome,74,75 and their
tautomer isoalloxazines such as riboflavin,76−78 has been widely
studied. Koziol et al. have shown that under alkaline conditions
the uracil ring in lumichrome can be opened through the
hydrolysis of amide, leading to the formation of 6,7-dimethy1-3-
ureidoquinoxaline-2-carboxylic acid.74 Riboflavin likewise can
undergo ring-opening upon hydrolysis, yielding urea and l,2-
dihydro-6,7-dimethyl-2-keto-l-D-ribityl-3-quinoxaline carbox-
ylic acid.76−78 Although high pH values catalyze amide
hydrolysis,77 the low pKa values at the amide nitrogen (8.4
and 11.4 for lumichrome) result in the accumulation of two
negative charges in the imidic conjugate system, which lowers
the electrophilicity of the carbonyl groups and hinders the attack
by OH−.74 Introducing electron-donating substituents to
organic molecules prone to hydrolysis by OH− is therefore
expected to lower their reactivity, and a computational study
suggests that attaching such groups to alloxazines can indeed
decrease the electrophilicity of the carbonyl groups and protect
against hydrolysis.79

The disproportionation of some redox couples can initiate
chemical decomposition. Disproportionation is said to occur
when two species with identical oxidation states undergo a redox
reaction in which one is reduced and the other is oxidized,
resulting in two different products, of lower and higher oxidation
states, respectively. Capacity fade in an RFB results if either of
the products is redox-inactive or is of sufficiently low solubility to
precipitate. Moreover, if either product exhibits a more extreme
redox potential than the original couple or a similar redox
potential with more sluggish kinetics, an apparent capacity fade
will be observed for given cycling potential limits. Quinones are
susceptible to this mechanism: the disproportionation of
anthrahydroquinone (2-electron reduced anthraquinone) to
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anthrone and anthraquinone was observed during electro-
chemical reduction of unsubstituted anthraquinone under
highly acidic condition.80 Shi et al. also obtained monomers
and dimers of 1,8-dimethoxy-10-anthrone upon chemical
reduction of 1,8-dimethoxyanthraquinone with sodium borohy-
dride and trifluoroacetic acid.81 In agreement with these studies,
Goulet and Tong et al.32 and Jin and Jing et al.82 have
demonstrated the formation of anthrone and its dimer in
alkaline and neutral media, respectively, their results are
discussed in more detail in the next section.
Tautomerization occurs where there is a formal migration of a

hydrogen atom along with an exchange between a single bond
and an adjacent double bond without changing the carbon
skeleton.83 Tautomers generally have different thermochemical
properties than the original molecule, and if they have
sufficiently more extreme reduction potentials or lower
solubilities as well, the formation of any such species during
electrochemical cycling will result in capacity fade and/or a
reduction in cell energy density. Aza-substituted conjugated π-
systems based on quinones, viologens, and phenazines are
usually susceptible to this transformation during electrochemical
cycling.84 This is because redox reactions of these organic
molecules involve the reorganization of conjugated double
bonds, and in the course of such rearrangement, a tautomer may
be a metastable intermediate. This is not the case for simpler
aromatic molecules. Phenols, for example, exist exclusively in the
enolic form, as the energy decrease by rearrangement to the
tautomeric keto-structure is offset by the simultaneous large
decrease in resonance energy.85 Tautomeric ketonic structures
become particularly energetically favorable in naphthoqui-
nones,86 polyhydric phenols and especially in the hydroxyl
derivatives of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.
Understanding the susceptibilities of various classes of

aqueous organic species to decomposition mechanisms
discussed above is critical to devising molecular engineering
strategies for enhancing RFB reactant stability. This is also
important because decay rates may increase with reactant
concentration for certain chemistries, such as those subject to
bimolecular decomposition pathways (e.g., disproportionation
and dimerization). Because practical RFBs would ideally operate
at high reactant concentrations in order to achieve high energy
densities, any trade-off between energy density and stability
must be well understood. In general, quantitative correlation of
capacity fade measured at the cell level to particular
decomposition mechanisms is an important research task and,
where it has occurred, is highlighted in this review.

2.2. Electrochemical Assessments of Full Cell Capacity Fade

Electrochemical measurements involving redox reactions at an
electrode are a natural way to probe the chemical stability of a
redox couple in both its oxidized and reduced forms. A classic
means of doing this is via cyclic voltammetry (CV), in which the
reversibility of the current passed at the electrode during cyclic
potential sweeps is a direct indication of the chemical stability of
the oxidized and reduced forms of the redox couple involved.87

Given the sensitivity of CV measurements, the longest time
scales for chemical decay for which CV-based analysis of bulk
concentrations can be used are, however, much shorter (on the
order of minutes) than typical time scales for aqueous RFB
reactant stability (hours to days). Thus, bulk electrolysis in flow
cells is by far the most common technique used to assess
chemical stabilityhere, Coulombic capacity upon oxidation
and reduction of the entire electrolyte is a proxy for

concentration of redox-active reactants, and repeated reduc-
tionoxidation cycling is a means to assessing average RFB
chemical lifetime. The fraction of negolyte (posolyte) active
species in the reduced (oxidized) state is often referred to as the
state of the charge (SOC) of the electrolyte.
In most studies, flow cells comprising two electrolytes

separated by an ion-exchange membrane are used for capacity
fade analysis. The reactant of interest is typically dissolved in the
capacity-limiting side (CLS) or electrolyte, whereas the
noncapacity-limiting side (NCLS) contains a counter electro-
lyte with a higher initial Coulombic capacity. It is important that
the NCLS have excess capacity for discharging as well as for
charging, so that small amounts of side reactions such as
hydrogen evolution or oxygen evolution, as well as degradation
of the active species itself, do not cause the NCLS to reach its
capacity limit. Where the NCLS comprises a different redox
couple than that in the CLS, the setup (hereafter referred to as
the “full cell” setup) mimics the basic unit of an actual RFB
(Figure 1a). The current efficiency of a full cell is often evaluated
as the ratio of the discharge duration to the immediately
preceding charging duration in a galvanostatic charge−discharge
cycle. Any nonrecoverable capacity losses originate from
decomposition of redox-active material in the CLS, provided
electrolyte leakage and permeation across the membrane, the
latter of which increases with concentration,37 do not occur to
any appreciable extent.88 Limiting unwanted current efficiency
and capacity losses via ingress of atmosphere, electrolyte leakage,
or electrolyte permeation through the membrane by using
properly sealed plumbing and/or testing the flow cell in a
glovebox, as well as judicious choice of membrane37 are
therefore critical to proper evaluation of the stability of RFB
chemistries.
The influence of cycling protocol on the measured capacity

fade rate, and how it may differ from the actual fade in
Coulombic capacity of the electrolyte, is an underappreciated
issue. Constant-current (galvanostatic) cycling, where each
reduction/oxidation half-cycle ends when a prescribed cell
overpotential is reached, is performed in most studies. However,
because of high mass transport overpotentials at extreme SOC
values, as well as the time lag between the attainment of a
particular SOC value in the cell and its attainment in the
reservoirs, less than 100% of the actual capacity is accessed
before the switching occurs,33,89 with this apparent capacity
dropping with increasing current density. Consequently,
transient changes in membrane resistance or surface exchange
kinetics, caused by temperature variations, membrane aging, or
other time-varying environmental factors, can result in
corresponding changes to apparent capacity, although the actual
electrolyte capacity may remain unchanged and accessible via
other cycling regimens. These spurious changes in apparent
capacity are typically a negligible fraction of the actual
electrolyte capacity but become more important for chemically
stable electrolytes where capacity fade from molecular
decomposition is comparably small. A more rigorous technique
for interrogating actual capacity is constant-potential, or
potentiostatic, cycling, where each half-cycle ends only after
the reduction/oxidation current has become negligible, at which
point close to 100% of the available charge is expected to have
been extracted. This is strictly true if the chosen potential limits
provide large enough overpotentials to access essentially 100%
of the electrolyte capacity and side reactions at those limits are
negligible. Equally effective is galvanostatic cycling in which each
half-cycle is followed by a potential hold until the current has
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become negligible or in which capacity is assessed only in
occasionally inserted potentiostatic cycles.33,90 To demonstrate
the vulnerability of galvanostatic cycling results to misinter-
pretation, Goulet and Aziz33 inserted and removed a series
resistance equivalent to a 25% increase in cell resistance into a
cycling experiment, demonstrating artificial increases and
decreases in apparent capacity from galvanostatic cycling
measurements, and demonstrating the absence of such an
artifact in potentiostatic or combined potentiostatic-galvano-
static cycling. Henceforth, we use the term “apparent capacity”
to describe the result of galvanostatic cycling without potential
holds.
Table 1 summarizes temporal and cycle-based capacity fade

rates of some recently reported aqueous organic full cells where
the CLS contains a quinone-based redox couple. High-potential
redox couples based on benzoquinone were among the first91−94

reactants studied for aqueous flow batteries, and in recent years,
considerable effort has been put into developing chemically
stable low-53,54 and high-potential61,95−97 quinone-based redox
couples. There is no correlation between cyclic and temporal
fade rates in Table 1. This indicates that widely differing cycle
periods (which are functions of the applied current, reactant
concentration and electrolyte volume) have been used in the
literature, and that full cell chemistries with low fade rates per
cycle will not necessarily have a long RFB calendar lifetime,
particularly in practical deployment, where cycle periods are
likely to be much longer than in published research. It is
important to note that, for all aqueous organic electrolytes for
which we have observed sufficient experimentation to
distinguish between cycle-denominated fade and time-denomi-
nated fade, it has been found that the amount of lost capacity is
essentially independent of the number of charge−discharge
cycles to which a species is subjected: the amount of lost capacity

depends only on the passage of time, although the rate can
depend on molecular concentrations, pH, and SOC.32,33,54,82,90

It is also worth noting that galvanostatic cycling was used to
assess capacity retention in all but five32,53,54,98,99 of these
studies. However, given that the vast majority of reported fade
rates are above 0.1%/day (which extrapolates to 36.5%/year
assuming a constant fade rate),35,36,52,60,61,82,96,100 it is likely that
much of that apparent capacity fade is a consequence of
molecular decomposition rather than of the artifacts to which
galvanostatic cycling is vulnerable.
Understanding how capacity fade rates can be quantitatively

attributed to specific decomposition mechanisms can inform
mitigation strategies. A notable example of such an exercise is the
work of Narayanan and co-workers regarding the development
of a benzoquinone -based posolyte for aqueous organic
RFBs.61,95,96 They first demonstrated the feasibility of operating
an aqueous organic RFB with 4,5-dihydroxybenzene-1,3-
disulfonic acid (BQDS), also known as tiron, in the posolyte
and either anthraquinone-2-sulfonic acid (AQS)101 or anthra-
quinone-2,6-disulfonic (AQDS)95 acid in the negolyte.
The hydrophilic, electron-withdrawing sulfonic acid groups

on BQDS were found to confer on it a high solubility (∼4 M)
and a relatively high reduction potential (0.85 V vs SHE),
yielding full-cell potentials of 0.65 and 0.80 V when paired
against AQDS and AQS, respectively. Galvanostatic cycling of a
capacity-balanced AQDS/BQDS cell yielded a very high
apparent capacity fade rate (50% capacity loss after the first
cycle), after which the authors conducted chemical analysis of
cycled electrolytes using proton nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy.95 Significant molecular changes were
observed only in the posolyte, which led to the hypothesis, in
agreement with previous work,91 that the ortho-quinone
resulting from electrochemical oxidation of BQDS was subject

Table 1. Summary of Results from Full Cells Containing Quinone-Based Reactants in the CLSa

capacity fade rate

name author/year %/cycle %/day electron conc. (M) redox potential (V vs SHE) pH

DMBQ/ K4Fe(CN)6 Sun/201935 0.11 22 0.2 −0.75/0.50 14
DMOBQ/K4Fe(CN)6 0.17 35 0.2 −0.70/0.50 14
DHBQ/K4Fe(CN)6 Yang and Tong/201836 0.24 9 1 −0.72/0.50 14
DHAQ/K4Fe(CN)6 Lin/201511 0.1 8 1 −0.68/0.50 14

Goulet and Tong/201932 0.14 0.18 −0.68/0.50 14
bislawsone/K4Fe(CN)6 Tong/201998 0.038 0.74 2 −0.55/0.50 14
2,6-DBEAQ/K4Fe(CN)6 Kwabi and Lin/201853 0.001 0.04 1 −0.54/0.50 12
2,3-HCNQ/K4Fe(CN)6 Wang/2018100 0.053 3.4 0.5 −0.53/0.50 14
2,6-DPPEAQ/K4Fe(CN)6 Ji/201854 0.0004 0.014 1 −0.47/0.50 9−13
PEGAQ/K4Fe(CN)6 Jin and Jing/201982 0.04 0.5 3 −0.43/0.50 7
ARS/BQDS Zhang/2015102 2 16 0.1 0.08/0.91 0
AQS/HBr Gerhardt/201752 1 19 2 0.19/1.06 0
AQDS/HBr Huskinson/201460 0.014 0.19 2 0.21/1.06 0

Chen/201688 0.1 1.2 2 0.21/1.06 0
Zn(OH)4

2−/FQH2 Park/2019103 0.09 2.5 0.2 −1.30/0.70 -0.7
AQDS/DHDMBS Hoober-Burkhardt/201796 1 3.5 2 0.21/0.82 0

aCapacity fade results established by potentiostatic cycling or galvanostatic cycling with potentiostatic finishes, are marked in bold text, whereas
apparent capacity fade results from purely galvanostatic cycling are left in plain text. In the “name” field, the active reactant in the negolyte is on the
left and that for the posolyte is on the right. The CLS is marked out in bold, whereas the NCLS is in plain text. “electron conc.” refers to moles of
transferrable electrons per liter of electrolyte. “redox potential” refers to redox couple in the CLS (bold), and that of the NCLS (plain text).
DMOBQ = 2,5-dimethoxy-3,6-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone, DMBQ = 2,5-dimethyl-3,6-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone, DHBQ = dihydroxybenzo-
quinone, DHAQ = 2,6-dihydroxanthraquinone, 2,6-DBEAQ = 4,4′-((9,10-anthraquinone-2,6-diyl)dioxy)dibutyrate, 2,3-HCNQ = 2-hydroxy-3-
carboxy-1,4-naphthoquinone, 2,6-DPPEAQ = (((9,10-dioxo-9,10-dihydroanthracene-2,6-diyl) bis(oxy))bis(propane-3,1-diyl))bis(phosphonic
acid), PEGAQ = 1,8-bis(2-(2-(2-hydroxyethoxy)ethoxy)ethoxy)anthracene-9,10-dione, ARS = 3,4-dihydroxy-9,10-anthraquinone-2-sulfonic acid,
AQS = anthraquinone monosulfonic acid, AQDS = anthraquinone disulfonic acid, FQH2 = 2,3,5,6-tetrakis((dimethylamino)methyl)hydroquinone,
DHDMBS = 3,6-dihydroxy-2,4-dimethylbenzenesulfonic acid.
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to chemical reduction via the Michael addition of water. Two
successive electrochemical oxidation and Michael addition
reactions eventually result in the formation of a fully substituted
para-benzoquinone with two electron-donating hydroxyl
groups,104 and a correspondingly lower redox potential (∼0.65
V vs SHE) than the original redox couple (Figure 3).
These transformations led to the negolyte becoming capacity-

limiting, as three equivalents of AQDS were required to
completely convert every equivalent of BQDS to its final form.
Moreover, the electron-donating hydroxyl substituents intro-
duced by Michael reactions decreased the reduction potential of
the molecule, cutting the overall cell voltage to less than 0.5 V.
To mitigate the Michael reaction, Narayanan and co-workers

designed a new redox couple based on 3,6-dihydroxy-2,4-
dimethylbenzenesulfonic acid (DHDMBS).96 This molecule
features two moderately electron-donating methyl groups (as
opposed to strongly electron-donating hydroxyl groups) and
one electron-withdrawing sulfonic acid group and had a
relatively high redox potential (0.82 V vs SHE) and solubility
(2 M in 1 M H2SO4). However, because the methyl groups
lower the electrophilicity of the only unsubstituted position,
which is itself adjacent to one of the bulky methyl groups,
DHDMBS was hypothesized to be less sterically and energeti-
cally prone to Michael reaction compared to BQDS upon
electrochemical oxidation. Indeed, in an AQDS/DHDMBS flow
cell, DHDMBS did not show any noticeable chemical
decomposition for 25 cycles, although there was significant
apparent capacity fade, at a rate of 5.5%/day. This was attributed
to a combination of DHDMBS crossover through the Nafion
membrane and its slow desulfonation by hydrolysis of the
sulfonic acid, the latter of which causes capacity fade via removal
of the solubilizing sulfonic acid group on DHDMBS, and thus
loss of redox-active material from solution through precipitation.
In a subsequent publication,61 crossover and proto-desulfona-
tion were disambiguated using a combination of a low-
permeability sulfonated polyether ether ketone-based mem-
brane and a symmetric cell protocol (discussed in more detail in
the next section), in which both electrolytes comprised

DHDMBS and AQDS. This protocol substantially reduced
DHDMBS crossover, and allowed direct interrogation of the
influence of desulfonation on the apparent capacity fade rate,
which turned out to be about 0.48%/day in the absence of
sulfuric acid.
It is notable that DHDMBS, as a rationally designed posolyte

reactant, is the only quinone-based species with a redox potential
above 0.8 V vs SHE that exhibits moderate stability (between 0.1
and 1%/day) or better upon electrochemical cycling. That high-
potential benzoquinone-based reactants have generally not
exhibited high long-term chemical stability91,92,103,105,106

amounts to experimental validation of previously discussed
theoretical calculations59 suggesting that quinones become
more susceptible to Michael addition/substitution reactions as
their reduction potentials increase. Indeed, particularly direct
experimental evidence has been furnished for this conclusion in
a recent study by Preger et al.,107 in which the chemical stability
of several benzoquinone-derived molecules was evaluated, and
they found a strong inverse correlation between quinone half-life
and reduction potential.
A consequence of this trend is that considerably more success

has come from the development of quinone-based negolytes,
which are often paired with high-potential inorganic redox
couples (chiefly based on bromine or ferrocyanide in acidic or
basic conditions, respectively) in full cells. The first of such
negolyte reactants was anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonic acid
(AQDS),60 which exhibited an apparent capacity fade rate of
0.2%/day in a full cell with a hydrobromic acid posolyte. There is
some ambiguity regarding the mechanism of full redox access of
the theoretical 2-electron Coulombic capacity of AQDS. On the
basis of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), CV, and bulk
electrolysis measurements, Carney108 and Wiberg109 and co-
workers have suggested that reversible intermolecular dimeriza-
tion of AQDS occurs at solution concentrations greater than 10
mM, which inhibits full 2-electron electrochemical reduction or
reduction using chemical oxidants. Carney et al.108 speculated
that CO2 is bound in a 1:1 anthraquinone-CO2 adduct in bulk
AQDS powder. Upon dissolution in acidic electrolyte, the

Figure 3. (a) Schematic of the transformation of BQDS during charging; (b) schematic of the Michael reaction showing the nucleophilic addition of
water to the ortho-quinone resulting from BQDS oxidation. Reprinted with permission from ref 95. Copyright 2016 Electrochemical Society.
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AQDS-CO2 adduct would be hydrolyzed to form semi-
anthraquinone, which would then dimerize into semianthraqui-
none−anthraquinone units with an overall Coulombic capacity
of 1.5 electrons per molecule of AQDS. In neutral to basic pH,
they expect that hydroxyanthraquinone−anthraquinone dimers
would be formed, resulting in an overall capacity of one electron
per molecule of AQDS. The universality of this capacity-
restriction mechanism is however in doubt, as Chen et al.
accessed over 95% of the theoretical capacity of AQDS in an
acidic AQDS/Br cell.88 Such a high capacity is consistent with a
number of other reports of acidic,110 neutral,82 and alkaline33

AQDS or anthraquinone-based chemistries in which electro-
chemical access of ≥90% of the full 2-electron Coulombic
capacity has been demonstrated.
Several studies have explored the use of AQDS and its

derivatives52,110 in full cells as a platform for mechanistic analysis
of current−voltage relationships in RFBs,88 partitioning voltage
losses within the full cell stack,89 and demonstrating the
feasibility of RFBs charged by solar cells.111−113 However,
beyond the contribution of bromine crossover,88,114 the origin of
capacity fade in AQDS/Br cells has not been investigated in
detail, although hydroxylation,110 and disproportionation108 of
the reduced anthrahydroquinone to anthraquinone and redox-
inactive anthrone, have been hypothesized.
Owing in part to potential safety issues raised by the use of

bromine in acidic AQDS-Br full cells, and the facile crossover of
uncharged Br2 species across most ion-exchange membranes,
2,6-dihydroxyanthraquinone (DHAQ) was developed as an
alternative negolyte reactant at pH 14 and demonstrated in a full
cell against a posolyte comprising potassium ferrocyanide.11,115

A capacity fade rate of 8%/day was observed, and was attributed
to molecular decomposition in a subsequent study.33 By jointly
using electrochemical cycling and chemical analysis, Goulet and
Tong et al.32 quantitatively demonstrated that progressive loss of
capacity during DHAQ cycling is primarily due to the
disproportionation of 2-electron-reduced DHAQ followed by

the formation of an anthrone dimer, which is redox-inactive.
Interestingly, in the case of 2,6-dihydroxyanthrone (DHA)
formation at pH 14, capacity recovery is possible because DHA
can be reoxidized to DHAQ under aerobic conditions. Even in
the presence of oxygen, however, such recovery is only partial,
because DHA irreversibly converts to its dimer, (DHA)2. The
first demonstration of the recovery effect, by Goulet and Tong et
al.,32 showed a recovery of 70% of the lost capacity. Because
(DHA)2 has a higher reduction potential, has a 2-fold lower
specific capacity than DHAQ, and is unstable at pH 14, some
capacity loss is unavoidable. It was hypothesized thatminimizing
anthrone formation by avoiding a high concentration of reduced
species, or high SOC, during cycling would reduce the capacity
fade rate of a DHAQ-based cell. Consistent with this hypothesis,
restricting the maximum SOC from ∼100% to 88% cut the
capacity fade rate by almost 2 orders of magnitude, from 5.6%/
day to 0.14%/day without utilizing the recovery effect.
Computational chemistry indicates that the propensity for

anthrahydroquinones to disproportionate into the correspond-
ing anthrone and anthraquinone correlates inversely to the
reduction potential of the anthraquinone.32 This result is
consistent with a recent study showing that a full cell featuring a
negolyte with polyethylene glycol-functionalized anthraquinone
(PEGAQ), with a higher reduction potential than DHAQ,
exhibits a slower capacity fade rate from anthrone and anthrone
dimer formation.82 Specifically, PEGAQ at pH 7 has a 250 mV
higher reduction potential than DHAQ at pH 14, but a capacity
fade rate about 10 times smaller, at 0.5%/day.82 It is interesting
to note that a number of full cells with benzoquinone
reactants35,36 of lower reduction potentials than DHAQ exhibit
accordingly greater capacity fade rates, up to 35%/day in one
case. However, the degree to which these higher capacity fade
rates reflect higher rates of formation of anthrone-like species is
an open question, requiring quantitative study of the correlation
between capacity fade and chemical decay and controlling for
pH.

Figure 4. Current efficiency (circles), energy efficiency (squares), charge (upward-pointing triangles) capacity, and discharge (downward-pointing
triangles) capacity versus time and cycle for a full cell comprising 5 mL of 0.5 M 2,6-DPPEAQ at pH 9 in the negolyte, and 80 mL of 0.4 M potassium
ferrocyanide and 0.1M potassium ferricyanide at pH 9 in the posolyte. The cell was cycled galvanostatically at 100 mA/cm2 between 1.5 and 0.5 V and
each half-cycle ended with a potentiostatic hold until themagnitude of the current density fell below 2mA/cm2. Inset: capacity versus cell voltage at the
1st, 10th, 100th, and 480th cycle. Adapted with permission from ref 54. Copyright 2019 John Wiley and Sons.
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A recent detailed study by Tong et al.98 of the dimerized
naphthoquinone bislawsone in an alkaline cell has demonstrated
that tautomerization, rather than disproportionation, of the
hydroquinone chiefly accounts for molecular decomposition-
induced loss in cell capacity. The correlation between
tautomerization of the hydroquinone to insoluble and/or
redox-inactive di- and tetra-ketone forms and capacity fade
was supported in similarly quantitative fashion to an earlier study
on DHAQ decomposition: by comprehensive electrochemical
cell cycling and post mortem chemical analysis of the electrolyte
via NMR and high-resolution high-performance liquid chroma-
tography (HPLC). Theoretical calculations suggest that
naphthoquinone susceptibility to tautomerization generally
increases with reduction potential but is also highly sensitive
to functionalization−in particular, the calculations suggest that
oxy-alkyl substitutions impart greater protection against
tautomerization than the hydroxyl groups in bislawsone.
Although it is possible that tautomerization is universally
responsible for capacity fade in naphthoquinones, corroboration
is difficult given the paucity of publications in this area.100,104

Other hypotheses have been proposed, such as nucleophilic
attack either directly by OH−, or after quinone epoxidation from
hydroperoxides created in the presence of trace amounts of
oxygen.104

Notwithstanding these uncertainties, alkaline flow cells
utilizing negolytes featuring quinones with reduction potentials

at least 100 mV higher than that of DHAQ and oxy-alkyl
substitutions (i.e., to limit both anthrone formation and
tautomerization) have exhibited among the lowest capacity
fade rates reported in the literature.53,54 Indeed, the current
record for the lowest demonstrated capacity fade rate for any
flow battery, organic or inorganic, in the absence of electrolyte
rebalancing processes belongs to one with a phosphonate-
functionalized anthraquinone (2,6-DPPEAQ) in the negolyte
and a K4Fe(CN)6 posolyte, at 0.014%/day according to
galvanostatic cycling with potential hold finishes (Figure 4).54

A full cell based on a carboxylate-functionalized analogue of
2,6-DPPEAQ (2,6-DBEAQ) exhibited a higher capacity fade
rate, at 0.04%/day.53 At such low fade rates (≤0.1%/day), the
measured fade rate is often associated with a high relative
experimental uncertainty, as it is highly sensitive to small
changes in the rates of negolyte leakage and crossover through
pinholes in the membrane. Purely galvanostatic cycling is
unlikely to provide an assessment of the actual capacity fade rate,
as the apparent capacity would be highly sensitive to fluctuations
caused by diurnal temperature changes and drifts in membrane
resistance. Additionally, discerning the origins of capacity fade
becomes challenging, as several weeks to months of testing at
room temperature would be required to accrue enough
decomposed material for meaningful chemical analysis (e.g.,
using NMR and HPLC). Consequently, chemical analysis of
2,6-DBEAQ and 2,6-DPPEAQ after accelerated chemical

Table 2. Summary of Results from Full Cells Containing Viologen, Nitroxide Radical and Iron Coordination Complex-Based
Reactantsa

capacity fade rate

name author/year %/cycle %/day electron conc. (M) redox potential (V vs SHE) pH

Diquat 5/FcNCl Huang/2018128 0.2 0.8 0.5 −0.51/0.61 7
MV/4-HO-TEMPO Liu/201562 0.1 27.5 0.5 −0.45/0.80 7
(NPr)2TTZ/N

Me-TEMPO Luo/2018122 0.03 2.25 0.1 −0.44/1.00 7
MV/TEMPO polymer Janoschka/2015120 0.25 7.5 0.37 −0.45/0.90 7
MV/TEMPTMA Janoschka/2016121 0.026 0.27 2 −0.45/1.00 7
(SPr)2V/KI DeBruler/2018127 0.01 0.45 0.5 −0.43/0.57 7
BTMAP-Vi/BTMAP-Fc Beh/201790 0.0057 0.1 1.3 −0.36/0.39 7
BTMAP-Vi/BTMAP-Fc 0.0011 0.033 1.0 −0.36/0.39 7
(NPr)2V/FcNCl DeBruler/2017129 0.01 0.5 0.5 (−0.35,−0.72)/0.61 7
(NPr)2V/N-Me-TEMPO Hu/2018130 0.005 0.2 0.5 −0.38/1.00 7
[(Me)(NPr)V]Cl3/FcNCl DeBruler/2017129 0.18 8.8 0.5 (−0.39,-0.78)/0.61 7
MV/FcNCl Hu/2017125 0.01 0.22 0.5 −0.45/0.61 7
Phenazine-TEMPO combimolecule Winsberg/2016119 0.011 0.62 0.01 −0.39/0.81 7
Zn2+/g+-TEMPO Chang/2017117 0.046 0.7 0.2 −0.69/0.81 7
BTMAP-Vi/TMAP-TEMPO Liu/2019118 0.007 0.6 0.1 −0.38/0.81 7

0.015 0.55 1.5 −0.38/0.81 7
Zn2+/SO4-TEMPO Winsberg/2017124 0.0058 1.38 0.035 −0.87/0.82 7
Zn2+/Im-TEMPO Chang/2019123 0.11 21.2 0.4 −0.69/0.95 7

aCapacity fade results established by potentiostatic cycling or galvanostatic cycling with potentiostatic finishes are marked in bold text, whereas
apparent capacity fade results from purely galvanostatic cycling are left in plain text. In the “name” field, the active reactant in the negolyte is on the
left and that for the posolyte is on the right. Where there is a CLS, the reactant it contains is marked out in bold, whereas in capacity-balanced
configurations, both reactants are in plain text. “electron conc.” refers to moles of transferrable electrons per liter in the CLS. “redox potential”
refers to redox couple(s) in the negolyte (left), and that of the posolyte (right), with the CLS marked out in bold. We include hybrid flow/non-flow
batteries with zinc electroplating when the flowing aqueous organic is the capacity-limiting side or is believed to be the capacity-limiting side after
capacity fade begins. MV = methyl viologen, 4-HO-TEMPO = 4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-oxyl, (NPr)2TTZ = 4,4′-(thiazolo[5,4-
d]thiazole-2,5-diyl)bis(1-(3-(trimethylammonio)propyl)pyridin-1-ium) tetrachloride, NMe-TEMPO = 4-trimethylammonium-TEMPO, (SPr)2V =
1,1′-bis(3-sulfonatopropyl)-4,4′-bipyridinium, FcNCl = ferrocenylmethyl)trimethylammonium chloride, BTMAP-Vi = bis(3-trimethylammonio)-
propyl viologen tetrachloride, BTMAP-Fc = bis((3-trimethylammonio)propyl)ferrocene dichloride, (NPr)2V = 1,10-bis[3-(trimethylammonio)-
propyl]-4,40-bipyridinium tetrabromide, (Me)(NPr)V = 1-methyl-10-[3-(trimethylammonio)propyl]-4,40-bipyridi-nium trichloride, g+-TEMPO =
glycidyltrimethylammonium cation-grafted TEMPO, TMAP-TEMPO = 4-[3-(trimethylammonio)propoxy]-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl,
SO4-TEMPO = TEMPO-4-sulfate potassium salt, TEMPTMA = N,N,N-2,2,6,6-heptamethylpiperidinyl oxy-4-ammonium chloride, Im-TEMPO =
imidazolium-grafted TEMPO.
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decomposition by storage at elevated temperatures in both
redox states was used to determine decomposition pathways at
different pH values. The suggestion from these studies was that
whereas nucleophilic substitution by OH− was the dominant
decay mechanism for both quinones at pH 14, an intramolecular
reaction with carboxylate acting as the nucleophile dominates in
the decomposition of 2,6-DBEAQ and no analogous intra-
molecular reaction of 2,6-DPPEAQ was observed at pH 12 at
elevated temperatures due to a much weaker nucleophilicity of
the bulky phosphonate group relative to carboxylate.116

In comparison to much of the RFB literature involving
quinones, the details of molecular decomposition-induced
capacity fade in most full flow cell reports with nitroxide
radical,62,117−124 iron coordination complex,90,125,126 and
viologen-based62,90,122,127−130 reactants are less understood.
This is in large part because most full cell studies featuring these
species (Table 2) do not report a CLS. Thus, because initial
Coulombic capacities of the negolyte and posolyte are nominally
identical, it is impossible, in the absence of other information
about the electrolyte chemistries, to pinpoint the decomposing
electrolyte. In principle, one may avoid this shortcoming via
chemical analysis of both cycled electrolytes; however, such
analysis is valid only if molecule crossover and electrolyte
leakage are properly accounted for.
Because viologens and ferrocene/nitroxide-radical based

reactants tend to have low (∼−0.4 V vs SHE) and high
(∼0.4−1.0 V vs SHE) redox potentials, respectively, they are
often paired as negolyte/posolyte combinations in full cells, with
maximum full cell voltages (1.2−1.4 V) approaching the
thermodynamic stability window for water.62,118,120−122,127,130

This pairing is particularly appropriate, as these redox couples
are highly chemically unstable under corrosive conditions, i.e.,
vulnerable, in the oxidized state, to nucleophilic attack by OH−

under alkaline conditions,63,65 and, in the reduced state, to
protonation in acid; consequently in organic RFBs they are used
only under neutral conditions. Nevertheless, moderate to high
capacity fade rates have been reported in the literature. In the
first such study of a viologen/nitroxide-radical full cell in water,
Janoschka et al.120 deployed polymerized MV and TEMPO in a
flow cell. Because of the macromolecular nature of the reactants
used, the viscosity restricted the concentration to well below the
solubility limit, but they were able to use a low-cost microporous
separator rather than an ion-selective membrane. The flow cell
exhibited an apparent capacity fade rate of 0.75%/day.
The vast majority of other full cell reports based on this motif

have used monomeric reactants. Liu et al.62 reported a water-
based methyl viologen/4-HO-TEMPO flow cell with an anion-
exchange membrane, and an apparent capacity fade rate
equivalent to ∼28%/day; however, the cell was capacity-
balanced, and no chemical analysis on cycled electrolytes was
performed. DeBruler et al.129 subsequently reported an apparent
capacity fade rate of ∼50%/day for a full cell in which both MV
and TEMPO were functionalized with ammonium substituents,
yielding 1,10-bis[3-(trimethylammonio)propyl]-4,40-bipyridi-
nium ((NPr)2V) and 4-trimethylammonium-TEMPO (NMe-
TEMPO), respectively. During the cycling, they accessed the
second reduction of (NPr)2V at −0.75 V vs SHE, resulting in a
higher specific capacity and average full cell voltage than that of
the one-electron MV/TEMPO flow cell. The use of charged
substituents was meant to prevent dimerization and precip-
itation of the singly and doubly reduced (NPr)2V, respectively.
However, a higher apparent capacity fade rate was exhibited by
the (NPr)2V/N

Me-TEMPO cell than the MV/4-HO-TEMPO

cell, presumably because the two-electron-reduced viologen
core in the former is more chemically unstable than the one-
electron version.33,70

The extent to which this hypothesis explains capacity fade
cannot be discerned from these results, because the cell was
capacity-balanced and no chemical analysis was performed on
cycled electrolytes. Replacing the TEMPO posolyte with one
containing an ammonium-substituted Fc complex
((ferrocenylmethyl)trimethylammonium chloride, FcNCl)129

resulted in a drastic reduction in the apparent capacity fade rate,
to 0.5%/day. A reasonable inference from this result is that the
redox couple associated with NMe-TEMPO is more chemically
unstable than that of (NPr)2V. However, this is apparently
contradicted by a subsequent publication in which Hu et al.130

show that accessing only the first reduction of (NPr)2V in a
capacity-balanced (NPr)2V/N

Me-TEMPO full cell results in an
even lower apparent capacity fade rate of 0.2%/day, whereas it
should be at least 50%/day if NMe-TEMPO were the capacity-
limiting reactant. These ambiguities underscore the need for
establishing quantitatively rigorous relationships between
capacity fade and molecular decay or crossover through the
membrane, where applicable.
A significant step toward this goal was taken by Beh et al.,90

who demonstrated extremely low capacity fade rates (≤0.1%/
day) in ammonium-functionalized viologen (Vi)/Fc full cells
and provided evidence that capacity fade is attributable to
bimolecular decomposition reactions. In their configuration,
both Vi and Fc were functionalized with positively charged
quaternary ammonium groups, yielding bis(3-trimethyl-
ammonio)propyl viologen (BTMAP-Vi), which is identical to
(NPr)2V, and bis((3-trimethylammonio)propyl)ferrocene
(BTMAP-Fc), respectively. Conventional galvanostatic cycling
indicated a higher apparent capacity fade rate than that from
potentiostatic cycling; this observation was attributed to a slow
increase in membrane resistance. The apparent capacity also
exhibited diurnal, cyclic variations due to changes in ambient
temperature. Both of these observations underscore the
increasing unreliability of purely galvanostatic cycling as a
guide to measuring the actual cell capacity fade rate as it
approaches 0.1%/day from above.
Potentiostatic cycling of a BTMAP-Vi/BTMAP-Fc cell

yielded a temporal capacity fade rate of 0.1%/day for a
capacity-balanced cell with reactant concentrations of 1.3 M.
This temporal rate was found to be essentially independent of
cycle period, indicating that capacity fade was primarily time-
denominated (i.e., driven by molecular decomposition or
crossover) rather than cycle-denominated. A record low fade
rate of 0.033%/day for a BTMAP-Fc-limited cell with BTMAP-
Fc concentration of 1.0 M was also found and, based on ex situ
membrane permeability measurements, about half of the overall
capacity fade was attributed to reactant crossover. That the
temporal capacity fade rate increases with concentration both in
this study and earlier reports on Vi/Fc or TEMPO-based
chemistries62,125 provides support for the interpretation that
capacity fade originates in large part from bimolecular reactions
between reactants. Taken together, these data are consistent
with the notion that capacity fade occurs at a significantly slower
rate with ammonium-functionalized reagents owing to increased
Coulombic repulsion afforded by the charged substituents.
Further corroboration in the case of BTMAP reagents was
challenging because, given the fade rates and experimental run
times in the study, total capacity fade is on the order of∼0.1−1%
only, which approaches the sensitivity of conventional chemical
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and electrochemical assay techniques. Indeed, NMR analysis of
the cycled electrolytes detected no crossed over reactants and no
evidence of decomposed BTMAP-Fc.
Developing new or tailored techniques capable of ration-

alizing full cell capacity fade in terms of specific mechanisms of
molecular loss, particularly when the total capacity fade at the
end of an experimental run at room temperature is ≤1%, is
critical. It would greatly accelerate the assessment of novel
strategies for molecular engineering of RFB chemistries with
improved cell performance characteristics (e.g., open-circuit
voltage, peak galvanic power density, and volumetric energy
density) that still possess the long lifetimes required for
commercialization. This need is illustrated by a recent study
by DeBruler et al.127 of a new RFB chemistry in which a
sulfonate-functionalized viologen (1,1′-bis(3-sulfonatopropyl)-
4,4′-bipyridinium, (SPr)2V) and I−/I3

− were used in the
negolyte and posolyte, respectively (Figure 5). This system
features negatively charged redox-active moieties and cationic
counterionsand thus potentially enables both higher max-
imum power densities and more durable RFBs than previous
cationic MV/TEMPO or Fc configurations with anionic
counterionsvia the use of higher conductivity, longer-lifetime
cation-exchange membranes.131 The lowest apparent capacity
fade rate attained for a negolyte-limited (SPr)2V/KI cell was
equivalent to 0.45%/day in galvanostatic cycling; however, with
a cycling duration ∼2 days long, this amounts to a total capacity
fade of only 1%, andNMR and CV analysis of cycled electrolytes
failed to detect any decomposed or crossed over products. As a
result, the promise of this potentially significant innovation is yet
to be demonstrated or fully appreciated. Similar concerns apply
to other advanced organic RFB concepts, such as those based on
molecules comprising combined MV-Fc132 or phenazine-
TEMPO119 moieties, differential pH MV-air systems,133 hybrid
metal−organic polymer configurations,134−137 and iron coordi-

nation complexes with negolyte/posolyte redox potentials
dictated by appropriate choice of ligand.126

Aza-aromatics, which contain nitrogen atoms in the aryl rings,
have received attention as candidate RFB reactants.34,79,138−143

More comprehensive assessments of capacity fade have the
potential to accelerate the discovery and development of long-
lived aza-aromatic chemistries. Quinoxaline, which comprises a
fused benzene-pyrazine ring, was first proposed as a promising
negolyte reactant by Milshtein et al.138 owing to its high
solubility (∼4.5 M in water, 0.5 M in 1 M KOH) and low
reduction potential of −0.78 V vs SHE at pH 14. A subsequent
patent application144 reports quinoxaline full cells with BQDS
and ferrocyanide posolytes that both exhibited rapid capacity
decay, equivalent to greater than 100%/day. A proof-of-concept
negolyte-limited quinoxaline/oxygen flow cell142 exhibited a
high apparent capacity fade rate as well, equivalent to ∼10%/
day. However, this figure was not partitioned into contributions
frommolecular decomposition and crossover, the latter of which
is expected to be moderately high for most charge-exclusion-
based membranes, given that unsubstituted quinoxaline is
uncharged.
Aza-aromatics with charged, hydrophilic side chains have

demonstrated considerably lower capacity fade rates in full cells.
This is the case for bioinspired, quinoxaline-like heterocycles,
based in particular on phenazine34 and phenothiazine (i.e.,
comprising either pyrazine or thiazine, respectively, sandwiched
between two benzene rings), but also others based on
alloxazine79,139 (Table 3). Hollas et al.34 synthesized dihydrox-
yphenazine sulfonic acid (DHPS) for use as a negolyte reactant
in an alkaline flow cell, which has the best performance so far
among aza-aromatic negolytes. At pH 14, DHPS has the lowest
reduction potential of any organic negolyte species (−0.81 V vs
SHE), a high solubility (1.8 M) and is essentially tied for the
lowest apparent capacity fade rate among aza-aromatics in a cell

Figure 5. RFB design of (a) anion-exchange viologen/TEMPO and viologen/Fc chemistries and (b) cation-exchange (SPr)2V/iodide chemistry.
Reprinted with permission from ref 127. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

Table 3. Summary of Full Cell Results with Aza-Aromatic Reactantsa

capacity fade rate

name author/year %/cycle %/day electron conc. (M) redox potential (V vs SHE) pH

DHPS/Fe(CN)6 Hollas/201834 0.02 0.68 2.8 −0.81/0.50 14
ACA/Fe(CN)6 Lin/201679 0.013 1.2 1.0 −0.62/0.50 14
FMN/ Fe(CN)6 Orita/2016139 0.02 0.6 0.48 −0.5/0.50 14
V3+/MB Zhang/2019145 0.074 0.76 3.0 −0.26/0.57 −0.5

aAll apparent capacity fade results were obtained by purely galvanostatic cycling. In the “name” field, the active reactant in the negolyte is on the left
and that for the posolyte is on the right. The CLS is marked out in bold and the NCLS is in plain text. “electron conc.” refers to moles of
transferrable electrons per liter of electrolyte. “redox potential” refers to the redox couple in the negolyte (left), and that of the posolyte (right),
with the CLS marked out in bold. DHPS = dihydroxyphenazine sulfonic acid, ACA = alloxazine 7/8-carboxylic acid, FMN = Flavin
mononucleotide, MB = methylene blue.
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against a ferrocyanide posolyte (0.68%/day). Capacity loss was
deemed unlikely to be accounted for by DHPS decomposition,
given that an ex situ NMR study showed no decomposition of
the oxidized form after 3 weeks of storage at pH 14; however, a
similar study of the reduced form, which is more difficult due to
the need to protect from oxidation by atmospheric O2 invasion,
was not performed. Visual inspection of the ion-exchange
membrane after cycling showed intense discoloration, which led
the authors to suggest that DHPS interaction with or crossover
through the ion-exchange membrane was the more likely culprit.
This hypothesis was supported by a concentration-independent
temporal capacity fade rate, which is consistent with a
mechanism for molecule loss with a first order dependence in
concentration.
Replacing one of the nitrogen atoms in phenazine with a more

electron-withdrawing sulfur atom yields phenothiazine, and
Zhang et al. have recently shown that methylene blue (MB), an
ammonium-functionalized phenothiazine, is a chemically stable
derivative with a high enough redox potential under acidic
conditions (0.57 V vs SHE) for use in the posolyte of a full
cell.145 DFT calculations suggested that the solvation of MB in
acetic acid should be greater than in water. This enabled an
∼10× higher MB solubility in a mixture of acetic acid and
sulfuric acid (1.8 M) than in water alone (<0.2 M). A full cell
with an MB posolyte as the CLS and a negolyte based on the
V2+/V3+ redox couple displayed moderate apparent capacity
fade rates of 0.52 and 0.76%/day for MB concentrations of 1.2
and 1.5 M, respectively. Similar to the case of phenazine, these
fade rates were inconsistent with the apparently extremely high
chemical stability of MB (established in this case by symmetric
cell cycling, which we discuss in the next section); thus, capacity
loss was attributed to continuous vanadium ion crossover
through the anion-exchange membrane, resulting in the
negolyte becoming the CLS. Based on these results and those
of other studies involving pyridinic and phenazine-based
reactants,140,143 it appears that a wide variety of aza-aromatic
molecules may be particularly promising for use in future RFBs,
if their chemical stability can be more definitively established
and compatible membranes and counter-electrolytes can be
found.
Alloxazine-based alkaline full cells exhibit similar temporal

capacity fade rates; however, molecular decay appears to play a
more significant role than crossover. Lin et al.79 and Orita et
al.139 reported cell chemistries with negolytes comprising,
respectively, alloxazine 7/8-carboxylic acid (ACA), and flavin
mononucleotide (FMN) mixed with nicotinamide (NA) to
boost its water solubility. Both ACA and FMN derive from the
isoalloxazine backbones of vitamin B2, and the corresponding
full cells with ferrocyanide posolytes exhibited temporal
apparent capacity fade rates of 1.2 and 0.6%/day for negolyte
reactant concentrations of 0.5 and 0.24M, respectively. Lin et al.
attributed capacity fade in ACA to OH−-initiated hydrolysis of
the amidic carbonyls followed by a ring-opening reaction and
further hydrolysis into redox-inactive species, which, as
previously discussed, is a mechanism strongly supported by
prior chemical studies76−78,146 and an NMR study of the
chemical stability of ACA in pH 14 solution.
Orita et al. conducted CV measurements of FMN in 1 M

KOH at 363 K, and observed that a more irreversible redox
couple∼300mV lower than that of FMN evolved and grew over
the course of 100 h. Given that alloxazine hydrolysis products
are not redox-active, and the new redox feature was present at
pH 5.5 and 8.6, they concluded that the new CV features were

unrelated to OH−-initiated hydrolysis products. Rather, they
attributed the new CV peaks to the FMN dimer147 which, they
argued, should have a lower redox potential than the
corresponding monomers owing to energetically favorable
dipole−dipole interactions. This conclusion was supported in
part by UV−vis absorption measurements that showed
attenuated π → π* transitions from FMN monomers over
time. CVs of the cycled electrolyte failed to detect evidence for
reactant crossover, indicating that molecular decomposition or
diminution of redox activity is the main mechanism of active
reactant loss. The relative contributions of irreversible FMN
dimer formation and hydrolysis to capacity fade were not
explored in detail; however, this finding of irreversible FMN
dimerization raises the question of whether both mechanisms
might be generally operative in alkaline alloxazine-based cells.
There is some support for this notion from (i) CVs of ACA and
charging profiles of ACA/Fe(CN)6 full cells79 displaying
features similar to what was observed for FMN, and consistent
with ACA dimer formation and (ii) the capacity fade rate for the
ACA/Fe(CN)6 cell being twice that of FMN/Fe(CN)6, for a
concentration of ACA that is twice that of FMN − this is
consistent with capacity fade originating from a mixture of first
order (OH−-initiated hydrolysis) and second-order (dimeriza-
tion) decay mechanisms.

2.3. Symmetric Cell Cycling: A Technique for Coupling
Capacity Fade to Chemical Decomposition

In full cells, both CLS active reactant chemical decomposition
and crossover across the membrane37,88 contribute to capacity
fade. Thus, where reactant permeability is non-negligible,
quantifying the role of molecular decomposition alone to cell
capacity fade is difficult. One potentially simple way of
decoupling molecular decomposition from crossover is by
using a cell in which both the negolyte and posolyte have the
same redox couple at the same concentration; this way, reactant
diffusion through the membrane is virtually eliminated because
of similar chemical compositions on either side of it. Darling and
Perry148 implemented the first embodiment of this idea in the
form of a “double half-cell” configuration in which a 50% SOC
V2+/V3+ electrolyte from a single reservoir was circulated across
a cell stack that was held at a constant potential such that
electrolyte oxidation occurred at one electrode and reduction at
the other. In principle, if there are no side reactions, an open-
circuit potential of 0 V and constant SOC would be maintained
in the reservoir, diffusion-induced reactant and solvent crossover
would be eliminated, and the measured current would be
proportional to the concentration of vanadium ions. Although
this technique is useful for evaluating the performance of a cell
stack, one could not use the measured current as a proxy for
reactant concentration because it would be sensitive to changes
in membrane resistance, electron-transfer kinetics and ambient
temperature, in addition to concentration changes from
molecular decomposition.
A route to avoiding these limitations is the symmetric cell

configuration, in which two separate electrolyte reservoirs
contain the same redox couple (Figure 6a), and their Coulombic
capacity is measured with constant-current (Figure 6b) or
constant-voltage cycling. This approach, first reported by
Milshtein et al.149,150 for nonaqueous RFB chemistries, enables
the assessment of capacity fade because, in the absence of
significant mass transport overpotentials, capacity is directly
related to reactant concentration. Goulet and Aziz33 presented a
variation called the “unbalanced, compositionally symmetric cell
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method”, in which the electrolytes were compositionally
symmetric but volumetrically unbalanced, so that one side is
the CLS during both charge and discharge, and the other the
NCLS (Figure 7a). By implementing constant-potential cycling
with this setup (Figure 7b), they demonstrated that the temporal

capacity fade rate of the CLS correlates quantitatively with
chemical instability of the redox couple contained therein. They
also demonstrated that introducing pauses in cell cycling at
different SOC values of the CLS could establish relative
susceptibilities of the different redox states of the molecule of
interest to chemical decomposition (Figure 7c). Symmetric-cell
cycling is therefore a robust but simple means of evaluating
molecular decomposition rates and of informing molecular
engineering strategies for developing long-lived aqueous RFB
reactants.
Symmetric cell cycling is relatively rare in the molecular RFB

literature, but it has shed light on chemical stability of and cell
results particularly involving quinone,33,53,54,61,100,151 violo-
gen,33 aza-aromatic,145 ferrocyanide,33,56,64 and TEMPO-
based118 molecules (Table 4). The single-electrolyte capacity
fade rate revealed by these measurements is expected to provide
a lower limit on the fade rate of a full cell pairing that electrolyte
against another electrolyte. We have found only two exceptions
in the literature54,100 and can hypothesize an explanation in one
case: Ji et al.54 performed symmetric-cell cycling at a different
pH than the full-cell cycling reported in the same work. An
extremely low (0.02%/day and lower) full cell capacity fade rate
has been established for 2,6-DPPEAQ/K4Fe(CN)6,

54 demon-
strating that organic molecules can possess the lifetime
properties necessary for RFB commercialization. Comparably
low apparent fade rates of other species offer the possibility of
more such demonstrations.56,145,152 Where temporal fade rates
aremoderate (0.1−1%/day) or worse, symmetric cell cycling is a
particularly powerful diagnostic tool. The lowest reported full
cell apparent fade rate for AQDS, for instance, is 0.2%/day for a
concentration of 0.5 M,153 which is reasonably consistent with
the symmetric cell fade rate of 0.08 ± 0.02%/day obtained in
potentiostatic cycling for a concentration of 0.1M.33 Pausing the
symmetric cell at 100% SOC resulted in capacity loss equivalent
to 0.2%/day, whereas a similar hold at 0% SOC resulted in no

Figure 6. (a) Schematic of a symmetric flow cell during charging of a
TEMPO-based molecule in nonaqueous electrolyte. (b) Potential vs
charge for selected cycles of symmetric cell cycling of 50 mM total
active species in 0.5 M LiBF4/PC. Reprinted with permission from ref
149. Copyright 2016 Elsevier.

Figure 7. (a) Schematic of unbalanced, compositionally symmetric flow cell. (b) Example of symmetric cell potentiostatic cycling protocol. (c)
Semilog plot of unbalanced, compositionally symmetric cell cycling of 50% SOC 0.1 M DHAQ in 1 M KOH with cycling pauses at different SOCs.
Temporal capacity fade rates from slopes of each cycling segment are denoted in black text. Capacity loss and SOC of CLS during 24-h pauses are
denoted in blue text. Reprinted with permission from ref 33. Copyright 2018 Electrochemical Society.
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perceptible change in capacity, leading to the conclusion that the
reduced form of AQDS is more susceptible to decomposition
than the oxidized form. This conclusion is corroborated by an
NMR study showing a 40% reduction in AQDS concentration
after 2 weeks of storage at 45 °C in the reduced form, while the
oxidized form stayed intact under identical treatment. Regarding
DHAQ, combinations of full and symmetric cell experiments
together with NMR and HPLC analysis32,33 have shown both
that the 5−8%/day fade rate observed in full cell cycling is
quantitatively attributable to chemical decomposition and that
the disproportionation of reduced DHAQ to its corresponding
quinone and anthrone forms, and the dimerization of the latter is
the capacity-loss mechanism.
It remains an intriguing open question whether symmetric cell

cycling combined with chemical analysis can discern the link
between capacity fade and molecular decomposition in other
molecules and molecule classes. For instance, although Tong et
al. provided evidence that tautomerization was themainmode of
bislawsone decomposition,98 they did so with a full rather than
symmetric cell, and about 46% of the cell’s capacity loss could
not be accounted for by chemical decomposition. Wang et al.,100

on the other hand, showed that a 2-hydroxy-3-carboxy-1,4-
naphthoquinone (2,3-HCNQ) symmetric cell loses capacity
faster at 100% SOC (13.4%/day) than 0% SOC (0.6%/day) but
did not perform follow-up chemical analysis, and thus did not
verify that tautomerization of the reduced form was the main
capacity-loss mechanism. Symmetric cell cycling has been
employed in attempting to elucidate the proto-desulfonation
reaction in DHDMBS,61 the dimerization and protonation of
reduced MV and BTMAP-Vi, respectively,33 and nucleophilic
attack by water in TEMPO-based chemistries.118 In principle, it
can be applied to great effect to precisely elucidate the kinetics

and sensitivity to SOC of these and other hypothesized decay
mechanisms, such as dimerization and hydrolysis of allox-
azines,79,139,147 and gem-diol formation and nucleophilic
Michael reactions in quinones.59

As with full cell cycling, however, deploying the appropriate
symmetric cell cycling protocol is critical if one intends to ensure
that measured capacities most closely reflect actual amounts of
active reactants. First, the two electrolytes should ideally not be
capacity-balanced, in order that only one electrolyte (the CLS)
experiences the excursions in SOC prescribed during electro-
chemical cycling. This permits direct attribution of capacity fade
measured at the cell level to a single electrolyte without the need
for further partitioning, and eases ex situ chemical analysis
because, under ideal circumstances, decomposition of molecules
in the NCLS will not contribute to capacity fade. Second, cycling
with potential holds to access the maximum capacity (i.e., either
potentiostatic, or galvanostatic with potential hold finishes) is
more accurate than purely galvanostatic cycling, as the latter is
vulnerable to spurious changes in apparent capacity caused by
temporal changes in mass transport, ambient temperature
fluctuations, and drifts in membrane resistance and electrode
kinetics.33,90 Caution must be exercised in interpreting results
obtained under such circumstances. Indeed, extremely low
apparent capacity fade in purely galvanostatic symmetric cell
cycling tests56,145 may be the result of a fortuitous combination
of progressively lower cell resistance and significant actual
capacity loss, rather than high chemical stability of the redox
couple in question.
Capacity retention results from hybrid full-symmetric cells, in

which the two electrolytes are identical, each comprising both
high and low-potential redox couples,56 cannot necessarily be
interpreted directly in terms of reactant stability. Much like a full

Table 4. Summary of Symmetric Cell Results, Arranged by Class of Moleculea

capacity fade rate

name author/year %/cycle %/day electron conc. (M) redox potential (V vs SHE) pH

quinones
DHAQ Goulet/201833 0.14 6 0.2 −0.68 14
2,3-HCNQ Wang/2018100 0.12 7.3 0.2 −0.53 14
2,6-DBEAQ Kwabi and Lin/201853 0.001 0.008 0.2 −0.52 14

0.001 0.0075 1.3 −0.52 14
0.0002 0.007 0.2 −0.52 12

2,6-DPPEAQ Ji/201954 0.00035 0.02 0.2 −0.47 13
AQDS Goulet/201833 0.001 0.08 0.2 0.20 0
DHDMBS Murali/201861 0.03 0.48 1.1 0.85 0
TMHQ Drazevic/2019151 0.7 70 0.05 0.89 7
viologens
BTMAP-Vi Goulet/201833 0.000014 0.0016 0.1 −0.36 7
Methyl-Vi 0.015 1.5 0.1 −0.45 7
aza-aromatics
MB Zhang/2019145 0.00077 0.016 2 0.57 −0.5
iron coordination complexes
K4Fe(CN)6 Goulet/201833 8 0.1 0.50 14

Luo/201764 0.24 21 0.2 0.50 14
0.026 2.3 0.2 N/A 10
0.008 0.7 0.2 0.39 7.2

(NH4)4Fe(CN)6 Luo/201856 0.00027 0.017 0.5 0.39 7
nitroxide radicals
TMAP-TEMPO Liu/2019118 0.0076 0.55 0.1 0.81 7

aCapacity fade results established by potentiostatic cycling or galvanostatic cycling with potentiostatic finishes are marked in bold text, whereas
purely galvanostatic results for apparent capacity fade are left in plain text. “electron conc.” refers to moles of transferrable electrons per liter of
electrolyte. TMHQ = tetramorpholinohydroquinone.
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cell, this method features a nonzero average cell potential during
charge/discharge. One oxidizes/reduces the high-potential
redox couple in one electrolyte while reducing/oxidizing the
low-potential couple in the other, with the complementary redox
couples acting as “dormant” spectators. Low apparent capacity
fade rates in this case are not sufficient to establish high chemical
stability of the redox couples involved because at low or high
SOC values there could be asymmetric crossover33 of dormant
material, in such a way as to compensate for decomposed species
in the side that is or becomes capacity-limiting; this replenish-
ment would mask the actual capacity fade. Additionally, capacity
fade could comprise fractional decomposition among four redox
species, each of which is experiencing potential oscillations over
two distinct ranges, making useful interpretation difficult. This is
particularly exacerbated when the cell polarity is switched after a
number of cycles and previously dormant active material is
accessed electrochemically. Luo et al.56 argued that switching
the polarity midway through a cycling regimen demonstrates
that species have not been lost through crossover; however,
extremely small errors in exactly balancing the original volumes
on the two sides could vitiate this argument.
In cases where there are deleterious interactions between the

electrolyte-contacting materials and redox-active molecules,
symmetric cell cycling may yield an artificially high capacity fade
rate that underestimates the actual chemical stability of the
redox couple under consideration. This is the case for cycling of
the ferro-/ferricyanide redox couple on activated carbon paper
electrodes at high pH,33 and may also apply to tetramorpho-
linoquinone (TMHQ).151 In the case of unbalanced composi-
tionally symmetric cell cycling of Fe(CN)6 at pH 14, Goulet and
Aziz observed an acceleration in the instantaneous capacity fade
rate, from <10%/day up to 45−67%/day.33 UV−vis and CV
measurements jointly established that contact between

ferricyanide solution at pH 14 and the carbon electrode even
under open-circuit conditions resulted in the spontaneous
reduction of the former to ferrocyanide. This had the effect of
making both electrolytes capacity-limiting after the passage of
enough time in the symmetric cell. The precise mechanistic
details of ferricyanide reduction are yet to be understood,
however there is evidence that it occurs faster with increasing
concentration of OH− and light exposure. Given that both the
concentration of OH− and light exposure have been implicated
in accelerating the replacement of the cyanide ligand in Fe(CN)6
with hydroxl,64,154,155 determining the interplay between these
twomechanisms and their relative contributions to capacity fade
is critical. Understanding the implications of this interplay is
particularly urgent for full cell cycling, because most posolytes in
alkaline organic flow cells comprise the Fe(CN)6

3‑/4− redox
couple (see Table 1). Drazevic et al.151 speculated that a similar
carbon-mediated reduction mechanism may be at play in
symmetric cell cycling of TMHQ, based on the observation that
ex situ LC-MS analysis of cycled electrolytes cannot rationalize
total capacity fade in terms of irreversible tautomerization and
hydrolysis of oxidized TMHQ. Future aqueous organic RFB
research should therefore focus on the development of methods
that can comprehensively map out the landscape of chemical
and electrochemical decomposition in these more complex
chemistries.
It is important to note that, in practical deployment, RFBs will

operate on variable power-based profiles rather than cyclic
galvanostatic/potentiostatic profiles in which the average SOC
of the CLS is close to 50%. Consequently, understanding how
capacity fade in a flow cell varies with SOC by introducing
pauses at different SOC values33 or restricting the SOC range
experienced by the CLS32 may be useful starting points in
predicting RFB longevity in real-world applications. In any case,

Figure 8. Plot showing full cell capacity fade rate in%/day vs redox potential (vs SHE) for viologen (red), aza-aromatic (green), iron coordination
complex (orange), TEMPO (blue), and quinone-based (black) chemistries. Posolytes are indicated using diamonds, and negolytes in circles, whereas
points depicting chemistries with electron concentrations ≥1.0 M are larger than those <1.0 M. Points depicting capacity fade results of chemistries
that have been tested using potentiostatic or combined potentiostatic-galvanostatic cycling have been filled, whereas those depicting apparent capacity
fade results obtained with only galvanostatic cycling have been left empty. Capacity-balanced cells where both sides contain organics/organometallics
are marked out with a horizontal line connecting negolyte and posolyte chemistries.
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translating capacity fade measured at the laboratory-scale to a
practical RFB is a complex undertaking, and will require further
study as load profile standards for grid-scale storage devices are
adopted.

3. SUMMARY
We list and elaborate upon key findings of this review below:

• As shown in Figure 8, which shows the full cell capacity
fade rate vs redox potential for chemistries reported in
Tables 1−3, quinone and viologen-based chemistries are
themost studied for use in aqueous organic negolytes, and
full cells featuring them as the CLS exhibit a wide range of
fade rates. In most cases, capacity fade results in large part
from chemical decomposition of active reactants, the
mitigation of which through synthetic modification has
received intense research attention.

• For viologens, functionalization with charged ammonium
groups considerably slows down viologen dimerization,
enabling a low capacity fade rate in the case of a BTMAP-
Vi/BTMAP-Fc cell. Quinones are susceptible to a large
number of decay mechanisms (nucleophilic addition/
substitution, disproportionation, dimerization, and tau-
tomerization); however, oxy-alkyl substitutions, as in 2,6-
DPPEAQ and 2,6-DBEAQ, appear to suppress tautome-
rization and disproportionation under alkaline conditions,
and afford the only currently demonstrated pathway to
extremely low fade rates in full cells.

• Negolytes based on aza-aromatic molecules have received
less attention, but are potentially promising RFB reactants
in terms of chemical stability. Capacity fade in phenazine
and phenothiazine-based full cells appears to originate in
large part from crossover and membrane incompatibility
issues; however, independent assessments of reactant
chemical stability have not been thorough enough to
establish this conclusion.

• Aqueous organic or organometallic posolyte development
lags far behind negolyte development: only one capacity-
limiting organic posolyte, BTMAP-Fc,90 which has a
relatively low redox potential, has demonstrated a low
temporal capacity fade rate (less than 0.1%/day). In the
case of quinones, this observation is consistent with
theoretical calculations suggesting that quinones with
reduction potentials greater than 0.9 V vs SHE are highly
susceptible to irreversible nucleophilic attack by water.
For acidic negolyte chemistries, the inorganic bromine/
bromide redox couple is thus frequently used in the
posolyte, whereas Fe(CN)6

3‑/4− is nearly ubiquitous
against organic negolytes in alkaline conditions.

• TEMPO derivatives, used most frequently in neutral pH,
generally exhibit moderate-to-high fade rates in full cells,
presumably owing to nucleophilic attack by water. In
contrast to Fc, functionalization with ammonium
groups118,121 does not drastically reduce fade rates to
low or extremely low levels. Both of these statements are
consistent with a recent report118 demonstrating that the
temporal fade rate of flow cells containing an ammonium-
functionalized TEMPO derivative is independent of
concentration (see Table 2).

• Combining electrochemical full cell cycling with ex situ
chemical analysis of cycled electrolytes has been a
common means of illuminating the relationship between
capacity fade and chemical decomposition. Whereas this

technique has been successful for cell chemistries that lose
capacity at >0.1%/day, it is limited in doing the same for
longer lasting chemistries because, for more stable
chemistries, it becomes increasingly difficult to run
experiments for sufficient durations to reach the
sensitivity limits of most chemical analysis tools.

• As shown in Tables 1−3, there is a poor correlation
between time- and cycle-denominated capacity fade rates.
We therefore expect the cycle-denominated capacity fade
rate to be a poor predictor of RFB reactant chemical
lifetime under conditions of practical deployment unless
proven otherwise.

• A significant number of chemical stability studies of
proposed RFB reactant are conducted using galvanostatic
cycling, which is inadequate for quantifying low or
extremely low fade rates due to possible artifacts
introduced by temporal changes in mass transport,
ambient temperature fluctuations, and drifts in membrane
resistance or electrode kinetics. Far more reliable for this
purpose are potentiostatic cycling or galvanostatic cycling
with potential holds at the end of charging and of
discharging of every n th cycle, where only the capacities
measured potentiostatically are taken seriously.

• A technique that more tightly couples capacity fade to
chemical decomposition is potentiostatic cycling of
volumetrically unbalanced, compositionally symmetric
cells, along with holds at various SOC to evaluate
temporal fade rate vs SOC. It has been used to elucidate
decomposition mechanisms in a number of quinone-
based chemistries32,33,98,151 and should be extended to
other molecular classes.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The potentially long discharge duration at rated power that is
attainable with RFBs makes them promising for surpassing
lithium ion batteries for safe, low-cost, large-scale storage for
discharge durations of several hours or longer. Aqueous organic
RFBs have potentially lower cost than their vanadium-based
counterparts; however, this depends on finding negolyte and
posolyte chemistries that achieve low levelized cost through a
combination of long chemical and crossover lifetime, low
synthetic cost at scale, and adequate safety, energy density, and
power density. Because there is a reasonably well-known floor to
the mass-production cost of organic chemicals, attaining and
demonstrating long chemical lifetime is the greatest present
challenge for aqueous organic RFBs.
A significant amount of research attention needs to be paid to

understanding the mechanisms responsible for capacity fade, as
a basis for rational engineering of robust RFBs. Understanding
chemical decomposition, in particular, is important because
organic and organometallic redox couples tend to be less stable
than purely inorganic ones. This task is challenging, because the
main molecules are susceptible to several decomposition
mechanisms in water that incur loss or diminution of redox
activity, such as nucleophilic reactions, disproportionation,
dimerization and tautomerization. In flow cells, these pathways
may be simultaneously operative, with overlapping time scales
and unknown rates and reaction orders.
Based on our survey of the literature, we surmise the

following:

• For all aqueous organic electrolytes for which we have
observed sufficient experimentation to distinguish
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between cycle-denominated fade and time-denominated
fade, it has been found that the amount of lost capacity is
essentially independent of the number of charge−
discharge cycles to which a species is subjected. Rather,
capacity fade is primarily time-denominated. The
temporal fade rate can depend on molecular concen-
trations, pH and SOC. Thus, the capacity fade for new
electrolytes should be presumed to be primarily time-
denominated unless a cycle-denominated component is
proven to be significant.

• Irreversible capacity fade can arise from reactant crossover
or decomposition, or electrolyte leakage. Apparent
capacity fade that is recoverable, which can arise from a
variety of other effects such as a side reaction putting the
two sides out of balance, can prevent direct attribution of
apparent capacity fade measured at the cell level to these
irreversible capacity fade mechanisms.

• Definitively establishing molecular decomposition rates
less than about 0.1%/day requires careful experimenta-
tion and simple experimental designs in which interfer-
ence from competing effects such as crossover are
suppressed. Results are more convincing if close
correlation of capacity fade to chemical decomposition
is established by chemical analysis, but this becomes
increasingly difficult with lower fade rates. Symmetric-cell
cycling can be interpreted more readily than full-cell
cycling due to the suppression of contamination issues
associated with reactant crossover. Volumetrically un-
balanced compositionally symmetric cell cycling (Figure
7) is recommended because the fade rate can be
attributed to the SOC of only the CLS.

• Inferences about molecular decomposition mechanisms
can be made by holding both oxidized and reduced forms
of reactants in the presence or absence of electrolyte-
contacting materials, or at various pH values, durations
and temperatures, followed by chemical analysis using
such techniques as cyclic voltammetry, NMR, and mass
spectrometry. Accelerated ex situ chemical decomposition
at elevated temperatures may permit elucidation of slower
capacity fade rates at lower operating temperatures, but
this is valid only if the dominant degradation mechanism
does not change within the chosen temperature range.

• The vast majority of aqueous-soluble redox-active organic
and organometallic compounds reported to date have
high (>1%/day) or moderate (0.1−1%/day) fade rates
(see Tables 1−4), which are too high for RFB project
lifetimes anticipated to last decades. Only a few have low
(0.02−0.1%/day) fade rates, and very few (2,6-DPPEAQ,
2,6-DBEAQ, BTMAP-Fc, BTMAP-Vi, (NH4)4Fe(CN)6
and MB) have extremely low (≤0.02%/day) established
or apparent capacity fade rates. Only 2,6-DPPEAQ, 2,6-
DBEAQ, BTMAP-Vi, and BTMAP-Fc have had their fade
rates established by potentiostatic cycling. Some of these
(2,6-DPPEAQ, 2,6-DBEAQ, and BTMAP-Vi) have been
established in symmetric-cell cycling and two (2,6-
DPPEAQ and BTMAP-Fc) have been established as the
CLS in full-cell cycling.

• Posolyte development deserves increased attention. No
posolyte-limited full cell configurations with an open-
circuit voltage greater than or equal to 1.0 V and a
temporal fade rate less than 0.1%/day have been reported.
The only full cells with open-circuit voltages ≥1.0 V with

“low” or “extremely low” fade rates are 2,6-DBEAQ/
Fe(CN)6 and 2,6-DPPEAQ/Fe(CN)6, both of which
were negolyte-limited. K4Fe(CN)6 is challenging as an
RFB posolyte because it has limited solubility (∼0.8 M at
pH 756,156 and lower at higher pH), its crossover and
chemical decomposition rates can be significant, and its
mass-production cost, though well below that of
vanadium, is a concern. Bromine is likewise problematic
as an acidic posolyte because it has a high crossover rate
and high cost of safe containment. This highlights the
need for further investigation into low-cost, high-potential
redox couples possessing high chemical stability.

• Because increasing reactant concentration reduces the
levelized cost of RFB storage for a given chemistry,
research into highly soluble organics is important. All full-
cell chemistries for which low or extremely low capacity
fade rates have been established have featured CLS
reactant concentrations equivalent to ≥1 M of transfer-
rable electrons. Other chemistries have this attribute but
exhibit moderate fade rates (AQDS, DHPS, PEGAQ,
bislawsone, and MB).
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